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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: RICILAR1 L. MORLEY,~ 

FRO MK DELSA LI 

SUBJECT- RORT NO. 95-1021 t,,i 6 9 
DATE: JULY 31, 1997 

CC. SA-MMY WAIKER

Several ice condenser basket screws were received at the laboratory on an emergency basis. We 
were asked to perfo= a failure analysis on the screws that had:been identified by Vonda. Upon 
issue of the fi=t report, Vondat called and had questions concerning statements made about the 
operating temperatures, which samples had simulatd testing perfomxed, cLarification as to via tests 
were perfoxmed on'what smples.  

The role of the laboratory, plant, and corporate is distinct (when metallurgical engineers are 
involved from each location) in that the laboratory's role has always been to provide falure 
mechninsms not root caues as corporate would do, nor corrective action as the plant is charged to 
do. This is understandable when the 1lb is not farmii with system, plant design, operating actors, 
et. Nor are we famili 'with programmatic concerns for mater2ia and procedure guidelines. The 
lab is to provide a possible or the most probable failure merhaism based on testing conducted and 
some possible theoretical conclusions drawn from the data and tettbook knowledge on the mate•ial 
In this case, since Vonda was our primary customer, there were staments in the fixst report 
concerning opetion that she stated could not be substantiated nor was there information in our
possession to document these stat-ments. It was felt that we had crossed ovre and out of our realm 
of responsibfity. Since the report did not say fom= whom the information was obtained, it was felt 
that the laboratory could not make those statments witho corroborating infociition. Somet2es 
infornm n received from -a customer may be ois/her opinions on the failure and may not be based 
on factual infomation, therefore those statements were not included in the second report.  

Additional informration was requested since the laboratory was given additional time to "dean up" 
the first report. Because the first report vs general in description of samples and the type of 
testing rifi-Rcation was needed to provide a corrective action for the cause of faiure. This was 
provided in the second report by better documentation on the figure pages, in the tables, and in the 
extof the second report 

Vonda was asked by me to return her copies of the first report since there were so many changes 
that needed to be made, an endorsement would be confusing. The report had not gone to RIMS; 
therefore we could pull it She returned the four copies that we-sent, and stated that she had asked 
others who had the report (from copies she had made) to destroy. I destroyed the copies, and we 
issued the second report.  

Because time was short, it was not discovered until later, that there was an endorsement to the firt 
report that e•ste&. This was never cleared up, but infomation given in the endorsement was given 
in the second report 
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